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Broad aim

Create a search engine that uses Wikipedia as 
a knowledge base

Can Wikipedia’s structure help people locate 
information?
How can Wikipedia’s structure be applied to the 
retrieval process? 

→ interactive query expansion
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Challenge

“we should work to design clever and creative 
techniques for encouraging users to be 
loquacious rather than reticent, both during 
their initial querying and during follow-up 
interactions”

Kelly and Fu (2007) 



Games!

ESP game - von Ahn and Dabbish (2004) 
http://images.google.com/imagelabeler/
pairs of users try to attach labels to an image

Without seeing each other’s guesses
Output = agreed labels for images

Useful data for image retrieval
‘Games with a Purpose’ (CMU)

http://www.gwap.com/



Two aims

A game to help players identify
how good their searching skills are
how they stack up against other searchers
what can they do to improve their searching

A dataset that captures effective query 
expansion behavior 



Game environment

Simplified version of Koru
Minus thesaurus-expansion assistance

AJAX-based searching environment
XML SOAP

Backed with a Greenstone 3 server
Lucene indexer
Separate database for usage data



Game environment 2

Using tasks, documents and relevance judgments 
from TREC Hard 2005

Aquaint newswire corpus
Restrict to 20 tasks & 1 source (NY Times)
4,700 documents, average length of 1200 words

Scoring feedback
Explicit feedback based on F-measure
Highlighting of relevant surrogates
Scoreboards



Koru Game | interface



























43233%62%
(tunnel AND (die OR hurt OR death OR damage)) NOT (power OR 

wind OR "carpal tunnel")

41031%62%
(tunnel AND (die OR hurt OR death OR damage)) NOT (power OR 

wind OR "carpel tunnel")

41031%62%
(tunnel AND (die OR hurt OR death OR damage)) NOT (power OR 

wind)

36426%62%(tunnel AND (die OR hurt OR death OR damage))
18215%23%(tunnel AND die) OR (underground AND die)
26130%23%(tunnel AND die)
16213%23%(tunnel AND die) OR (train AND die)
26130%23%(tunnel AND die)
19511%85%transportation tunnel disasters die
1599%69%transportation tunnel disasters

ScorePrecisionRecallQuery

Query Behaviour



Deploying the Game

Deployed 3 places:

- on the Web
- in a 4th year CS class
- at a University Open Day for prospective 

students



In-class usage data
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Feedback

“I'd also like to thank you for allowing me to 
play this game. It really helped me learn about 
new techniques I can apply during my time on 
the internet that will help me acquire better 
search results.”

- Open Day participant



Game extension

1001 Paraphrases game
Chklovski (2005) 
uses partial obfuscations of previous (correct) 
user contributions 
Koru: High  scoring queries can be obfuscated, or 
degraded, and…

used as new starting points—or hints—for users who 
are scoring poorly



What makes a (good) game?
Originality, freshness & replayability
Surprise, equal opportunity (at start)
Winning chances (until end)
No early elimination
Reasonable waiting times
Creative control

http://www.thegamesjournal.com/articles/WhatMakesaGame.shtml



What makes a (good) game? 2

Recent ethnographic research in an alcohol-
facilitated context:

“must be a learning curve”
“failing is fun”
“you to fail at first”
Games ≠ competitions
“you have to learn something from failure”



Conclusion

Output dataset
not that large so far but is available

email David Milne: dnk2@cs.waikato.ac.nz

Game as a learning tool
possibly – but still early

Game as a dataset gatherer
yes – but too artificial?



nzdl.org/koru/game


